Anixter Difference
At Anixter, we are serious about service. That is why we design personalized solutions to meet your business needs. From a warehouse staff that manages and reduces your inventory investments to our financial offerings that help you minimize your cost of doing business, Anixter is committed to you.

Product Enhancement and Packaging
We provide a variety of services to enhance and tailor products to your specifications and installation requirements, all designed to reduce your material and labor costs. These include cutting, stripping, dyeing, striping, SpeedPull®, paralleling, twisting, printing and kitting.

Inventory Management
We design programs to help you manage and reduce your inventory investment. We provide just-in-time delivery, kanban, guaranteed inventory, in-plant store, Ready!™ Deployment Services and Rapid Fire™ inventory control.

Engineering and Technical Services
We have resources to provide you with wire and cable design engineering, technical training, product, industry and technical specialists, technical literature, application engineering and troubleshooting.

Supply Chain Services
At Anixter, we take fundamental distribution a step further by applying supply chain principles and best practices to help take the costs out of our customers’ business processes. By bundling our products with our innovative Supply Chain Solutions, we ensure our customers get the right product, the first time.

Financial Services
We provide you with the opportunity to use our financial resources instead of your own. Our service products include “buy backs,” a guaranteed inventory program, consigned inventories (in-plant store), inventory stock rotation, copper billing programs, consolidated invoicing, credit card ordering and cable audit.

eBusiness Solutions
Anixter can provide you with real-time information on the supply chain. Solutions include Web-based supply chain visibility, eAnixter, electronic ordering and invoicing, business-to-business systems integration and customer performance reporting.

Key Manufacturers:
- 3M
- ADC
- AW
- Alpha Wire
- AmerCable
- American Power Conversion (APC)
- Belden
- Coleman Cable
- Cooper B-Line
- Cooper Crouse-Hinds
- CommScope
- Copperfield
- Coming Cable Systems
- Chatsworth Products (CP)
- Dearborn
- Draka
- Emerson Cable
- FCI-BURNDY
- Fluke Networks
- General Cable
- Harbour Industries
- Hirschmann
- Hoffman
- Judd Wire
- Kalas
- Kings Electronics
- Lake Cable
- Lapp USA
- Manhattan
- Middle Atlantic
- Neutrik
- Newton
- Nexans
- PANDUIT
- Prestolite
- Prysmian (Neustadt)
- PW Industries
- Raychem
- Radix
- Red Lion
- Remke
- Republic Wire
- Service Wire
- Shawflex
- Siemens
- Southwire
- STI
- Superior Essex
- TE Connectivity
- Tappan Wire and Cable
- Thermax
- Thomas & Betts (T&B)
- Times Microwave
- Trompeter
- Tyco Electronics
- WAGO
- Wiremold
- Woodhead
Our Product Offerings

- **Automotive Wire**: GXL, SXL, TIL, SDX, TWP, GPT, SGX
- **Armored Cable**: Armored (aluminum and steel interlocked)
- **CCW**: NORTEC
- **Type MC**: UL/CSA TEDS90
- **VFD**: Bare and Weatherproof Wire
- **Audio/Video**: Coaxial, twinaxial and triaxial
- **Bare and Weatherproof Wire**: THHN, TW, THW, XLP-USE, TF, TFF, TFFN and XHHW-2, SIS
- **Building Wire**: THHN, TW, THW, XLP-USE, TF, TFF, TFFN and XHHW-2, SIS
- **Cable Assemblies**: Electronic, Fiber optic, Power cord sets, Retractile cords, Telecom
- **Coaxial Cable**: Broadcast, coaxial, twinaxial and triaxial CCTV, Commercial and broadband Helix Miniature Telecom
- **Control Cable**: 20/10 control EPR/HYP FEP/CFE LSHF Shielded VNTC Small diameter SDN and NVN Traffic signal Tray cable Trunk cable VNTC tray XL/P/HYP XL-PVC flame-resistant
- **Festoon and Reeling Cable**: Fiber Flat Round Shielded Fiber Optic Cable: LSHF industrial Panels, ULS and adapters Shipboard cable MIL-PRF-85045, thermoset and thermoplastic Fire Alarm and Security Cable: Access control Armored CI/CIC Coaxial Low cap or mid cap Plenum or nonplenum Shielded or unshielded Solid or stranded Flat Cable Flat cable and connectors Intermittently twisted and custom constructions
- **Accessories**: Cable management Cable ties Cable trays Coaxial connectors Cord grips Firestop Grounding and bonding Identification products Medium voltage NEMA Enclosures Power connectors Terminations and splicing tools Wire protection/tubing
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Anixter Inc. is a leading global supplier of Supply Chain Services and products used to connect voice, video, data, and security systems. Anixter also provides products that complement and enhance the original equipment manufacturer’s (OEM) equipment. We back our products with an industry-leading Supply Chain Services to help control the cost of our customers’ businesses processes, reduce their investment in inventory, and ensure they get the right product when they need it.

Anixter Inc. does not manufacture the items described in this publication. All applicable warranties are provided by the manufacturers. Purchasers are requested to determine directly from the manufacturers the applicable product warranties and limitations.

Data and suggestions made in the publication are not to be construed as recommendations or authorizations to use any products in violation of any government law or regulation relating to any material or its use.